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Digital Marketing Services

At Techvire, we are always on the lookout for a better way to do 
things for the client who depends on us, the customers who rely 
on them and the communities who count on us all. Across India, 
we give your business that extra edge. We achieve this a mindset 
that seamlessly connects online and offline experiences. Fueled 
by an army of can-doers with a hunger for all things new and 
original.

+91 79068 35576
contact@techvire.com



W E G E T P EO P L E 

TO B U Y F RO M 

YO U R B R A N D

Telling the story of your brand with honest and authentic ideas to the right 
audience across various platforms. We inspire an emotional connection with 
your brand. Our ideas, copywriting, creativity, design along with the technical 
skills carry brand storytelling across a host of different channels.

BRAND AWARENESS

AD CAMPAIGNS
Collecting the enormous amount of data from website 
tracking, to social influence, mobile behavior, 
purchase to order and more. And converting that into 
meaningful customer experiences. Predicting what 
your customer might do next. Creating a range of 
responsive sites, sales, promotions, and apps creating 
great experiences.

PERSONALIZATION AND CRM

Social Media Lead Generation

Surveys

Smart Content

Social Monitoring

We understand complex customer journeys and 
respond with sophisticated marketing campaigns. 
Giving audience motivation to engage, while we 
outline minutely tracked creative campaigns for your 
brand’s goals. We specialize in pay-per-click 
advertising spanning from Google to LinkedIn. Driving 
sales both in-store and online. 

Remarketing Campaings

Search Engine Optimization

Google Ads

Social Media Awareness Campaign

Social Media Influencer Marketing

Social Media Content Marketing

Google Business Listing

Ux, Design And Website
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The primary focus of this phase will be on Brand awareness, i.e. getting people 
familiar with your design firm and cementing your name as an authority figure 
in your industry. The secondary focus will be on generating leads.

Now that people know and trust your brand. We will focus on generating 
leads with ads and remarketing campaigns via all platforms your audience is 
present on. The secondary focus will be on optimizing the conversions.

At this point, you are converting a good chunk of your leads. We will focus 
on getting the conversion rate higher and targeting the previous clients 
for remarketing, feedback and referrals. 

Focus: Brand Awareness
3 -  4 MonthsDuration: 

 Breakeven - 3xReturn On Investment:

Focus:  Consideration Campaigns
3  MonthsDuration: 

  3x - 5xReturn On Investment:

Focus: Conversions Optimization
3  MonthsDuration: 

  3x - 5xReturn On Investment:

How can we help your interior design firm grow
We want to help interior designing firms generate high quality leads via a host of digital 
channels. 
Instead of throwing all your money at once, we’ve divided our strategy into phases with 
the focus on one aspect of digital marketing at a time. And gradually gives you a higher 
return on investment over time.

Explore
A

B

C

 Mark your Territory

Be the Pack Leader
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What our Clients Say?

Neera Interiors

RenoMate.in

  Our project changed a lot from 
what it started from, they made 
sure the changes didn’t affect 

the quality of end product. The 
Facebook ads generated quite 

a lot of leads for our firm.

They took care of our 
personal preferences, made 
a website our peers liked. It 
never felt like we’re working 

with a small company
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Our Free Plan
We want to help interior designing firms generate high quality leads via a host of digital 
channels. 
Instead of throwing all your money at once, we’ve divided our strategy into phases with the 
focus on one aspect of digital marketing at a time. And gradually gives you a higher return 
on investment over time.

We only take five clients at a time, because we like the give no less than our best to every 
project we take. Don’t miss the chance to get in and call us now.

How to Contact Us?

+91 88377 93959, +91 79068 35576 

contact@techvire.com

Meet Our Pundits

UTKARSH SINGH VIRAT SHARMA

Virat is a chilled out and at the same highly 
dedicated individual. He has his expertise in 
design strategies. Starting from lucid graphics to 
accomplishing palatial and high end after effects in 
any video, he has conquered it all. Virat believes in 
quality work and goes to any end to achieve it. On 
weekends, you find him at the movies and 
sometimes slogging it all night with a pack of pizza.

Utkarsh special izes in managing 
projects, harvesting strategies based on 
long streams of raw data. He makes 
surethe client’s money goes to the right 
campaigns which in turn generates great 
Return of Investment. On weekends he 
goes on long runs and likes to cook.

Co-Founder Co-Founder


